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IMPORTANT MEETING NOTICE:
BOSKUG WILL BE ON A SUMMER SCHEDULE DURING

JULY AND AUGUST. THERE WILL BE BUT ONE
MEETING EACH MONTH. SEE SCHEDULE ON BACK PAGE
FOR DETAILS.

The BCS And BOSKUG ;

We recently received the following letter from
Kathi Kuehn, User Group Co-Ordinator for the BCS.

As it is of interest to all members of BOSKUG, we
^jceprint it here:

"Dear Lee:
'^^''

^^ o-. ^i^_.,...

Though there are at this time limited explicit

written guidelines for user groups to follow

regarding user group expenses, there are

historical precedents set by other groups that can

be used as a reference. With that, Kaypro user

group expenses, excluding any related to
newsletters, far exceed those of any other user
group. When room rental charges are also set

aside, the Kaypro group spent more money in a
comparable amount of time than the six other user

groups that submitted expenses for

reimbursement. Ultimately, the Kaypro user
group spent more money in the same amount of time
than aH other user groups within the BCS
combined.

Kaypro $ 87.31
Kaypro $162.75

1/16 1984
3/30

$250.06*

Mac $ 44.10 JH 4/3
IBM $ 18.22 CB 3/29
IBM $ 31.02 DC 2/5
S/T $ 40.71 JH 3/12
LOGO $ 11.50 NS 2/7
AI $ 58.00 —

—

$236.55*
* Does not include room or newsletter expenses.

"Since these comparisons may be news to you,
please review them as I'd appreciate your comments.

fV:-"

I look forward to following this up with^you

Sincerely,
Kathi Kuehn."

Here is my reply to her letter:

"Ms. Kathi Kuehn
Boston Computer Society
1 Center Plaza
Boston, MA 02108

Dear Kathi:
This in response to your letter of May 18th. It

was discussed in detail by BOSKUG's Steering
Committee at our meeting on May 20th.

Although there is nothing explicit in your
letter, there is certainly implicit criticism

about the way we are spending money at BOSKUG.
In reply, I'd like to point out the following:

1) The actual time period covered by the two
expense reimbursements was four months. That's

about $65 a month in expenses, which doesn't by
itself seem a whole lot for an active group with
several hundred members which meets twice a

month, drawing around 100 people per meeting.

2) During the same time period, according to
our records (drawn from a comparison of the BCS
Kaypro mailing labels sent to us), slightly more
than 100 new Kaypro members were added to BCS
rolls. We don't keep track, but it's pretty clear

that"many of these came as a direct result of our

urging. One hundred members at $24 per year
(Continued on p. 13)
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yToyTO
ME AND DUU

Charlie Bowen, Librarian

Some time between Christmas and New Year's, I

decided that I'd spend a couple of weeks in

January writing an introduction to the use of

DUU. It took about five times that long, but many

of life's great adventures, including marriage,

are commenced in a similar state of innocence.

The reasons it took so long are numerous, but one

of them involves the kind of horror story all too

many of us are familiar with. I woiiLdn't relate it

here if the ending wasn't partly happy.

After two weeks' work, I had perhaps two
thirds of the introduction drafted. The disk I

was working on contained a copy of DUU as well as

the eight or ten files comprising the first draft

and a few other things. I found it convenient to

have DUU there, because as I wrote I always

seemed to be thinking of things I ought to put in

but hadn't yet tried. With DUU right on the data

disk, it was easy to exit to CP/M, run the

program, get my facts straight, and go back to PW

to finish the sentence.
One day, when I was copying a couple of disks

for the library, I got a message from the COPY
program that there was a bad sector on the source

disk. That seemed unlikely, and the COPY program

had been known to send false alarms before, so I

decided to check out the suspect sector with DUU.

I took out the destination disk, put in the disk

with DUU on it, and used it to read through the

disk block I'd received the message about.

Nothing seemed to be wrong. (There WAS a bad

sector, in fact, but COPY had given me the wrong
address, so I didn't find it.)

"All right," I thought, "COPY is just being

finicky; let's try. it again." I started the

process over, and sure enough, halfway through

the disk, there was the same bad sector message.

So I decided to forget about making that copy and

took both disks out of the drives. At that point,

I discovered that I had never replaced the

original destination disk after examining the

source disk with DUU. What I had just copied half

the contents of the source disk onto was not the

blank I THOUGHT was in the drive, but in fact my
working disk, containing the first draft of the

introduction I had spent the last two weeks

writing.
Fully half the contents of the disk were gone

!

I knew that at least some of my files were among

the portion that was left; but the Directory track

had been wiped out, which meant that none of

those files could be accessed. If I had been

working on anything other than DUU, I probably

would have spent the rest of that week banging my
head against the wall. (As it was, a couple of

hours sufficed.

)

The usefulness of DUU is its ability to ^proach
a disk not as a collection of files, but as a

collection of physical areas: tracks,^ sectors,

groups (i.e. blocks). You can send DUU to any

area, ask it to show you what it finds there, and

then make changes if you wish. You can also p^'^

up whatever you find and put it down somewh .
*

else (including^on another disk). In fact, all of

these capacities were needed to rescue what
remained of my text.

First, I took a fresh disk and used DUU to move
the contents of all the tracks that hadn't been
overwritten onto that disk. This wasn't strictly

necessary, I suppose, but I had a kind of sick

feeling about that damaged disk, and I wanted to

reformat and recycle it as soon as possible.

The next step was to read through what I had

saved, making notes of which files remained and

where they were located. I found three or four

complete files and fragments of three others.

(When a file is written on a disk, it doesn't

always go into one contiguous chunk, unless the
disk is empty. The computer fills up one unused

section of disk, and then, if it comes to an

occupied area before it is finished writing, skips

to the next empty area before continuing.

Therefore, the end of a file may be located in a

sector of the disk geogr^hically far distant from
its beginning.)

Having located what I could, I used DUU to
rewrite the Directory area of the disk, creating

an entry for each file or part of a file, and

recording there the locations I had written
down.

CP/M subdivides files into pieces call^
"blocks" or "groups," each of which has its ^

number and its own specific location on the di&iv.

Every file always occupies a whole number of

groups, because no smaller unit can be allocated

to a file. (Kaypro II groups contain one kilobyte

each and Kaypro 4 groups two kilobytes; that's

why a file length can be odd on the Kaypro II but

is always even on the 4.)

The essential information in a Directory entry,

besides the file's name, is its length (in disk

sectors, a smaller unit than a group) and finally

the number of each and every group allocated to

the file. The operating system reads these

numbers first and then reads all the groups in

order, until the whole file has been read. Just

about any program that accesses disk files does so

by calling on the operating system to carry out

this process. In CP/M, of course, this is

impossible without a directory; therefore, the

data on the disk remains inaccessible.

What DUU let me do was write a new disk

Directory "by hand." Ordinarily, directories are

written for us automatically by various programs.

But none of those programs has the ability to look

at the data on the disk, decide how it ought to be

subdivided into files (and what their names ought

to be), and then construct the appropriate

directory entries.
With DUU, however, I was able to find the

files, learn the numbers of the groups each f^e
was occupying, and then write these numbers i

the Directory under the appropriate file nameo.

When that was done, the files were once again

accessible to Perfect Writer, the program I was

(Continued on p. 6)
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SCIENCE OFFERS NEW HOPE FOR SUFFERERS FROM LOST FILES

:. ^ by Doctor DUU
- ^ a.k.a, Charrlie Bowen

You've probably heard by now (if not, it isn't

because I haven't told you) that DUU is enable of

doing wonderful things when a file gets "lost"

because of a damaged directory. Of course, that

isn't the only way a file can get lost; I'm learning

about new ones all the time. Sometimes, for

example, there come those awful moments when

you're informed, usually by your word processing

program, that it can't write the file presently

contained in memory. There you are, with the

file still alive and well in the computer, and no

way to get it out. What will you do, as Karl

Maiden used to ask, what WILL you do?

The best insurance against disaster, of course,

is to make frequent backups. If you're working on

something over a long period of time, you should,

at the end of each day, or whenever you take a

break, copy the latest version onto a backup

disk. TWO backup disks, if you want to be really

careful. And of course, while you're working, you

should use the "save" or the "write" command as

often as possible so that the version on the disk

is kept up to date. That way you may only have

lost a few minutes' work if the file on the disk

hasn't been damaged in the catastrophe. I'll

^^^-uggest some other precautions in a moment.
Let's say, however, that you only have one

copy of something or other, and that that copy is

not yet written onto the disk when your Kaypro

refuses to write. Is there any way to save the

file, or at least some of it?

If you're using Perfect Writer or Perfect Calc,

at least some of your file, possibly all of it, may

still be in the swap file (PW.SWP or PC.SWP) on

your working disk. Therefore, if you make a copy

of this file immediately after the loss occurs, you

can later go through it with DUU and find great

chunks of material which (using the techniques set

forth on our disk -BOSKUG.104) you can then lift

out and make accessible by putting them into new

files.

There's another possibility I didn't know about

until recently, when I saw an article by Jeff Moro

in the newsletter of the Chicago Kaypro group.

He suggests using CP/M's SAVE command to

preserve the contents of the computer's memory

in a disk file, which you can then work on with

DUU in the same way as the swap file. Here are

Moro's instructions:
"If you do manage to lose important work

because of Murphy, DO NOT TURN THE POWER OFF.

Hit the reset if the machine is hung up. After

the A> type in: SAVE 255 B:JUNK <cr> .... This

procedure will save all 64k of memory to a disk on

the B: drive. Most of the stuff in "JUNK" will be
^^

useless, but your priceless prose or spreadsheet
- will be there as well—just waiting for a heavy

In real life, Charlie Bowen is professor of

Gaelic and English languages at U/Mass Boston.

DUU session."
This advice surprised me because I always

assumed the contents of memory were destroyed

when you cold-booted by hitting the reset

button. But it isn't, until you load in something

new. The SAVE command (which is resident in

CP/M, so you don't need to find and load it; it's

always there) will write whatever the memory
contains into a disk file under the name you supply

in the command line. The number 255 means 255

"pages" of memory, equal to 64kb, which is all

there is in a Kaypro.
Lots of what you find in this file will belong

to the operating system, or to the word
processing or spreadsheet program you were using

when you got into this mess. But some of it will

consist of your file, or at least part of it.

I tested this technique by loading three PW
files into separate buffers, then killing the

program with the reset button and saving a junk

file according to Jeff Moro's instructions. Sure

enough, significant parts of all three files were
there when I took a look with DUU. (Because

Perfect Writer keeps part of a file in memory and

part in its swap file, I could have found the

remainder of these files by examining the

latter.)
So, there are hopeful possibilities I hadn't

even dreamed of when I first became a missionary

for DUU . But take note: both techniques described

here require you to act, calmly and surely, soon

after the disaster has occurred.
Obviously the first thing to do is to save the

"JUNK" file. In order to copy the swap file,

you'd first have to load a copy program, and in so

doing, you'd obliterate some potentially precious

cells of memory.
This leads me to my second precaution: always

keep handy, like a life preserver, one formatted

disk, preferably an empty one, at least one

containing enough room to copy a 64kb file onto.

You don't want to use the computer for ANYTHING
before you save that "JUNK" file. If you should

have to format a disk or erase some files first,

this process would destroy something in

memory—probably something valuable.

After you've saved the "JUNK" file, the next

thing you should do—although you can and perh^s
should take a break before you do it—is make a

copy of the Swap file, if your program is PW or

PC. Certainly, you must do this before attempting

any more word-processing or sheet-spreading,

because the content of the sw^ file is dynamic,

and whatever it contains of your lost data will be

quickly replaced by something else as soon as you

begin to use the program.
Once having done these things, you actually

have THREE places in which to look for your lost

text or data: the junk and swap files you've just

set aside; and the surface of the disk itself, since

the failed disk-write operation may have left a lot

(Continued on p. 5)
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KAYPRO, THE COMPANY (PART II)

by Nat Weiner

[Ed. Note: We offer this article and Part I in the
previous Kugel in an effort to answer questions

many BOSKUG owners have about the company that

produced their computer. The thoughts and

conclusions^ even the statistics ^ expressed here
are Nat Weiner 's own and are not meant to be the
last word on Kaypro Corporation or reflect the
views of either BOSKUG or the Kugel . ]

In the first part of this article , we looked at the
history of the Kaypro Corporation and saw that
the company, after many ups and downs, had
suddenly come a long way in a very short time. In

this second and last part, we will look at Kaypro's
prospects for the future in a turbulent and
increasingly competitive market.

Predictions about the future occasionally turn
out to be correct but more often do not. With
that caveat, let me say that, in my personal
judgment, the outlook for the Kaypro Coirporation

is not very bright.
With the success of the Kaypro II and with the

funds raised from going pi±>lic, Kaypro created for

itself a "window of opportunity" to develop into a
viable competitor in the micro-computer field.

This "window" was not very large; for Kaypro
didn't start selling computers until 8-bit CP/M
units were already past a short-lived period of

market dominance, and the trend toward 16-bit PC
and MS-DOS systems was established, along with
continued viability for Apple

.

Even the $40 million that Kaypro generated by
going public and from 1983 profits was not a very
large stake with which to compete against the
likes of IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Apple, Wang, DEC,
Tandy, and emerging newcomers such as Compaq,
Televideo, Columbia, Corona, Eagle, and others.

A growing market creates opportunities, but this

does not insure success, as demonstrated by
failures that include OsbDrne, Victor, Computer
Devices and more.

Nor is Kaypro showing that it has the abilities

needed for long-term success in its fast-moving

and already overcrowded industry.

Its product line is rapidly becoming less

competitive. IBM-compatible machines are now
readily available that are increasingly price

competitive with the 4 and 10. For example, the

Columbia portable, which comes with a bundle of

software as extensive as Kaypro's, is highly

compatible with the IBM and has two double-sided

drives and an expansion slot; this machine can now
be bought for as little as $2,000. For some new
purchasers, this may be a better buy than a

Kaypro 4 because of its MS-DOS 16-bit capablity

and its software bundle.
Incidentally, the Kaypro 4 is symbolic of the

company's present product weakness. In addition

to being overpriced relative to outside

competition, the 4 now sells for $700 more than

the II. This wide price g^ leaves dealers without

a logical Kaypro "step-up" for the customer who
insists on double-sided drives but is

price-conscious. Why doesn't Kaypro have a

$1,595 machine — on which it coiiLd make money —
for those who want double-sided drives but don't

want an oddball 300 baud modem or a clock that is

of limited use, for those who already have dBasell

or the equivalent? -^^^

The updated II is an excellent value and a fii.^

starter machine. At $1295, it should have a

continuing market at the low end of the price

scale. In time, however, the new Apple lie,

identically priced, is bound to make inroads,

while the IBM PCjr will undoubtedly be upgraded

into an effective competitor. It is doubtful that

Kaypro can make decent profits for long from a

machine that is not significantly chee^jer to
produce but that must be priced below
competition.

Kaypro is not moving very well to improve the

product line situation. The 4 + 88, a machine

that costs like a true compatible but doesn't run
like one, and as a practical matter isn't strongly

supported, has not proven to be a winner. Now
Kaypro seems to be wasting time, money and effort

on the ROBIE, an 8-bit, CP/M office machine

priced like an MS-DOS machine, but featuring a
radically new, non-standard disk-drive

manufactured by Kaypro. The company has never
before manufactured disk-drives, or indeed any

major computer components.
Meanwhile, the promised IBM-XT compatible

which Kaypro enthusiasts have been awaiting is

long overdue. When it arrives, it will have to
compete in a crowded field in which a number of

strong companies are already established and doing

a fine job. This competition is not going to roP-^
over and play dead as Osborne so nicely did wh
the Kaypro II was introduced. It is not going to
be easy to sell "just another machine"; yet there

is no indication Kaypro has the expertise or
resources to design or build something more
technologically innovative.

Some time ago, Kaypro announced plans to

import and sell a mysterious and fancy-sounding

MS-DOS "true" portable, a high-priced machine

designed by Mitsui (the company that designed the

RADIO SHACK and NEC portables) and produced by
another Japanese company that has not previously

been in computer manufacture. From the sketchy

details available, this machine does sound

innovative: a "lap" portable with considerable

memory and programs in ROM which can be plugged

into a "mother" desk-top unit back in the office

to become a full-fledged computer. So far,

however, high-priced portables simply have not

sold well, and Kaypro will be forced to make its

own market for this machine.
In short, Kaypro has a product line that is

losing competitive viability, with little on the

horizon that suggests a change for the better.
Meanwhile, sales are still moving ahead, but costs

are rising at an alarming rate, profit margins are
declining, there are repeated reports of serious

management turmoil, and Kaypro continues to have

a substantial inventory problem*
In February of this year, when Kayprc^'^

problems were already evident, Andrew Ka^ >

Chairman and principal stockholder, told a group
of New York security analysts that for fiscal 1984

(Continued on p. 5)
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Kaypro would have sales of $165.9 million and
profits of $22.7 million. Both of these figures,
if realized, would be up sharply from the levels of
a year ago. We would all like to see these
Predictions realized. However, an informal,
jjersonal survey of security analysts who follow
Kaypro has revealed a lack of confidence that such
figures are realistic. Wall Street's scepticism
about Kaypro 's goals is also reflected in its stock
price, which has been drifting lower and is around
5 1/4 at the present writing — roughly half the
offering price of a year ago.

To sum up, Kaypro has sales, distribution and
name recognition of considerable value. However,
it appears to be lacking in sufficient management
skills, cost and financial controls, and resources
and products for the future. It seems to me
doubtful whether a Kaypro Corporation, so
structured, can grow and prosper for long.
Barring dramatic change, Kaypro does not ^pear
to be the next IBM or Apple or Compaq. One
possible scenario is that, in time, it will merge
with, or be absorbed by, one of the secondary IBM
compatible producers to whom Kaypro's

incremental product line, distribution and name
recognition may appear to be an asset.

What, if anything does this outlook mean to
anyone contemplating buying a Kaypro? In my
judgment, very little. I bought my Kaypro II a
little over a year ago for $1,795, when Kaypro was
in far worse shape than it is now. It has been an
excellent investment. It has done far more for me
than I dared hope, and with a minimum of trouble,

^-^ow, as I am in the process of outgrowing it, I

( ael truly regretful that Kaypro has not seen fit
to offer me a viable alternative. If they did, I

would buy it.

Nat Weiner is a financial analyst and an
attorney, and an enthusiastic Kaypro owner.

LOST FILES. (Continued from p. 3)

of stuff the directory no longer points to. For
the procedures to find it, see -BOSKUG.104.

My final piece of advice begins with a tragic
tale out of the Disk Doctor's Casebook. We'll call

the victim Albert (not his real name) so as to
spare the feelings of his family.

Albert spent two weeks working on a long book
chapter which he kept as a single Perfect Writer
file, patiently abiding the long swiping delays
caused by this dubious policy. He did save his
work frequently, and kept a backup disk onto
which each day's work was faithfully copied.

One day, some disaster whose nature I'm
incapable of understanding suddenly caused this
lengthy file to turn to mush, while leaving the
Perfect Writer program, or at least part of it,

intact. All Albert saw, when trying to write the
file, was a message that there was a bad sector on
A Drive disk (his editing disk)

.

First, Albert tried repeating the save command
^ couple of times. It produced the same message,
.ext, guessing that the bad sector might in fact
be on the destination (B Drive) disk, he removed
it and thereupon attempted to save the file onto
another — which just h^pened to be his backup

— disk. Same message.
Finally, when he looked for his chapter on both

disks, all he could find on either was the first
couple of paragraphs. Albert was in pretty bad
shape when they brought him and his ruptured
disks to me.

I had high hopes that DUU would find most of
his file intact, at least as it existed up to the
last save. But no. Both disks, the original and
the backup, contained a long file starting with
the first two paragraphs of the original text and
continuing for many a kilobyte thereafter with
meaningless garbage and nothing else. "Oh, well,"
I said to the poor wretch, "we can probably find a
lot of it in the swap file on your Perfect Writer
disk.'*

This innocent suggestion was the final blow.
It turned out that, in his high anxiety to do
something that might improve the situation,
Albert had decided to make a new copy of Perfect
Writer from his distribution disk—and he made it
right on top of the imperfect copy that had caused
the problem. Therefore, whatever text might
have been left in the sw^ file was now in
Electron Heaven.

It was a sad case. Poor Albert, once a
promising Hittitologist, is now night manager in a
tanning center. But it does suggest some lessons
for the rest of us:

1. If you're having disk-writing problems,
leave your backup disk alone! Use a clean
disk if you want to try writing to a
different destination.

2. Don't mess with, or even use, your Perfect
Writer or Perfect Calc disk, at least not
until you've made and put aside a copy of the
sw^ file.l
We can't blame Albert for not knowing about

the "SAVE 255 JUNK" ploy. But there is one more
lesson we can take from his e3q)erience, and it's
perh^s the most important of all:

3. When disaster strikes, STAY CALM! Don't
turn off the computer, but do go away and
have a cup of tea, or a walk around the
block, or whatever you usually do to restore
the world's axis to its normal tilt. Don't
come back and start doing things until you've
thought carefully about what you're going to
do and in what order you're going to do it.

Saving the junk file is something you'll have
to do fairly soon, since you can't shut off
the computer until you've done it. But
everything else I've mentioned — copying
the sw^ file, using DUU to explore that and
the junk file and the original disk—can wait
until you've had a night's sleep, or a good
lunch, and you shoiiLd let it wait if you can.
Your worst enemy, at such times, is that
panicky feeling that YOU HAVE TO GET
EVERYTHING FIXED NOW!
If just a few readers learn these lessons and

follow the precautions described in this article,
I'll be able to feel that Albert's dismal fate
wasn't suffered in vain — although I doubt this
will be much consolation to his mother.
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HOW TO (LEGALLY) CARRY YOUR KAYPRO OUT OF THE UNITED STATES:

ONE PILGRIM'S OPINION
[Ed. Note: Several BOSKUG members have expressed
their insane intention of taking a Kaypro on
vacation to Europe or elsewhere this summer. For
those determined enough to lug 26 pounds of metal
box through hot, busy airports, we provide the
following guidance about the legalities. ]

The United States Department of Commerce
considers the carrying of an American personal
computer and software overseas to be an "export"
of "American commodities and technical data" that
is subject to licensing requirements. This
determination ^plies even though the computer in
question is your own machine which is to be used
by you during your travel and to return to the
U.S. with you. Here is what to do:

1. Call the local Department of Commerce
Office (in Boston: 223-2314) and ask to speak to
an International Trade Specialist. You will
probably be asked the name of yoiar company and its
location. Describe your itinerary to the staff

member. If he/she says that you need no export
license, request a copy of that statement in

writing. If he will furnish it to you, you are
home free.

Chances are, however, that you will first be
asked the value of your computer. If it is under
$5,000.00 (like all known Kaypros) , you will be
sent a copy of form ITA-622P (Application for
Export License) to fill out and send to the Office

of Export Administration (OEA) in Washington.
(More expensive computers require more forms.)

While on the phone, also request a copy of the
pamphlet called "A Summary of U.S. Export
Administration Regulations," which gives an
overview of the licensing process and describes
the penalties for non-compliance.

2. ITA-622P is a long, one-page form with many
carbon copies attached. It makes reference to
such other items as the "Commodity Control List"

(CCL) and the "Export Control Commodity Number"
(ECCN). To save time at this point, call the
Exporter's Service Staff of the OEA in

Washington, D.C. (202-377-4811). These are the
folks who will eventually receive your completed
ITA-622P and process it. They will be glad to
help you fill it out on the phone, providing the
proper numbers and codes, and suggesting wording
for some of the entries.

They will need to know what your itinerary is.

since processing requirements are different for
different countries. A Form No. 7525-V
("Shipper's Export Declaration") is required to be
filed for each shipment under a general or
validated export license. Ask the staff member to
advise you how to fill out this form, as well as

the number of copies required and to whom they

must be submitted.
3. If time is of the essence, spend $15.00 and

Michael Drooker, a consulting engineer, once
attempted to take his Kaypro to People's China.
He got the Department of Commerce license, but
only after he'd departed.

:r^-- ----^^l -^.^-':' -^'r-'-': by Michael S. Drooker

send your completed ITA-622P via Federal Expre*"-^

to the OEA in Washington. If you're not in

hurry, use the U.S. Mail. (The difference in

delivery time is that U.S. Mail goes through the

mail room, while Federal Express goes directly to

the folks who need your information.) There is no

license fee. -
4. Now, you wait. In about 6 weeks, any one

or more of the following things m^ happen: you
will receive an acknowledgment that your
application was received (good); you will receive

the whole thing back for rework (bad); you will

receive a notification that your esqxDrt is covered

by a "general" license (good); you will receive a

denial of license (bad, sorry); you will receive a

"validated license" (good, too) ; you will be asked

to submit the dreaded 18-page form ITA-6031P
(TILT! Scream bloody murder! Someone made a
mistake! It's only a KAYPRO!). S , .

Additional comments

:

^1-^

Although there is no license fee, we all pay
taxes to support the administration of this
process, and there are a lot of p^>er pushers in
the high-rent district of D.C. handling this. I

suggest that anyone who undertakes this procedure
let his Congressional delegation know what he/she
feels about its value. (Note that a "categorical
exemption from licensing" for KAYPRO 2, 4, and
10, and for other personal computers would put ^^n^

end to this circus for such freely a.

internationally available products.)
This article tells you how to legally get your

machine OUT OF THE U.S. But, how do you get it
in and out of your destination country (ies) ?

Each country is different. Find out the
requirements for your trip ahead of time by
calling the ^propriate embassy or consulate.
Also find out whether your KAYPRO and its disks
will be X-rayed at the port of arrival. If so,

will they take it? Some countries use variable
power X-ray machines and crank up the power imtil
they can see through. Will that fry your PROMs?
There's more to this portability business than is
immediately ^parent. If you come up with some
useful answers, let the rest of us know.

I have given copies of the two forms mentioned
above, 7525-V and ITA-622P, to the BOSKUG
hardcopy librarian. Bon Voyage!

ME AND DUU (Continued from p. 2)

writing with, as well as to others like DISK, D,
etc., etc. In a few hours' work, I managed to
recover about two-thirds of what I had lost.

You can bet I backed up everything I wrote
subsequently—in triplicate! But accidents will

happen, in spite of our best resolutions, r ^

good to know that DUU is there—and best of alt,

it's free.

v-^
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TIPS FOR BEGINNERS

by Sarah Wernick

i^en if you function perfectly well with a chaotic

desk and disorganized file cabinet, you've got to

clean up your act when it comes to disks. If you

fail to back them up, or carelessly let them get

too full, sooner or later you'll lose something

important — like an entire week's work.
Fortunately, disk housekeeping requires very

little time, thanks to utility programs designed

to make the job as easy as possible. If you

haven't already acquired BOSKUG's Utilities Disk

No. 1, with its incredibly user-friendly on-disk

documentation, then run (do not walk) to the

library at the next user group meeting. With

self-explanatory programs like DISK or NSWP (New

Sweep), you won't need to learn CP/M commands

like PIP and STAT^ (True, DISK and NSWP don't

entirely replace these powerful CP/M programs,

but you can learn the subtleties later on, after

you've mastered word processing and spread

sheeting.) The utilities disk also has a program

called UNERASE, which can be a lifesaver if you

overdo and need to rescue an erased file.

The best way to e^proach housekeeping chores

is to develop little rituals and to follow them
religiously:

-^^

- Save often while you are working. Some word
processing esqjerts suggest that you save every

time you finish a screenful of writing. Also save

very time you leave the machine for a moment

.

dave if you've made some changes and are just

sitting there thinking. Save for the hell of it.

- Before you put away a disk that you have

been working on, back up your new work. ALWAYS.
Even if you are in a hurry. But be careful: it's

all too easy to forget which drive has the old

version of a file and which has the new version.

After the first time I 'TDacked up" a new version

of a file by overwriting it with the previous

version, I adopted the rigid rule that the new
file always went into the A drive, even if that

meant switching disks a few times.
- Always be aware of the amount of space

remaining on the disk you're using, and don't play

it close? the computer gets nasty if you tell it to

save to a full disk. CP/M won't permit more than

64 files on a single-sided disk (even if there's

plenty of space otherwise); disks fill up faster

than you think. Clean out the debris — BAK
files, FIN files, etc. — every day, either at the

end of a working session or after finishing with a

file. Well, at least do it every week.
When you've moved past the novice stage —

say, when you're on your second box of disks —
it's time to think about how you want to organize

your electronic file cabinet.
- What do you want to keep on disk? I keep

addresses on disk, but have hard copies of

correspondence. Though I'^ usually erase letters

after I print them, I keep the most recent
letters to certain correspondents on disk for easy

reference before writing to them again.
- What groups of files should be on each

disk? I use my Kaypro for writing and keep

The Boston Kugel May-June 1984

separate disks for each client. But another

writer, who described his filing habits for a

computer magazine, prefers to use a single disk

for everything he's currently working on. Only

when a project is complete does he move it to a

more specialized disk for filing. Pick a system

that will work well for you. /

PUBLISHABLE GRAPHS on
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

Epson w/Grafirax. OkidaU. Cltoh. NBC 8023A.

DEC LA50 and LPIOO. IDS Prism. CE 3000.

Line Graphs and Scatterplots

DaU fiom Text File

Easy to Use, Excellent Manual

Price: |50-f|3 shippinc (includes manual). Manual Alone: $10.

DaUPlotter from Lark Software
PO Box 1124. Cambridge. MA 02238
(617)497-1168 Visa. M/C
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USERS' Corner
How To Copy From Kaypro 4 To Kaypro 2:

Owners of Kaypro 4s who wish to copy disks

onto KcQ^ro 2 format for friends have long been

stymied, as documentation on this is lacking in

the manual. Here is the procedure:

1) From your (3>/M disk, call up "SSCOPY."

2) In your B drive, format a disk for Kaypro 2,

using the "B" option on the main Menu.

3) Remove the C3>/M disk and insert the disk to

be copied into the A drive.

4) From the menu still on your screen, choose

the "O" (Other) option.

5) From the submenu, select the "I" (Image)

option and press Return. The Kaypro 4 disk in A
will now be copied onto the Ka^ro 2 disk in B
(assuming that the former cioesn't contain more

than 191k of data!)

.

This is the only way you can perform this

particular function.

^^ — Lee Lockwood

i-tf^ ".-.- r



PERFECT WRITER +: GETTING DIACRITICAL

by Kristin Farry

Sooner or later, the Perfect Writer user will

find that he or she needs to place an accent mark
over a character (for example, Senor or naivete).

It's quite annoying to have to put these in by
hand. Unfortunately, the Perfect Writer user's

manual doesn't teH you how to handle these
"overstrikes." There are, however, several ways
of getting Perfect Writer to do overstrikes. This

article explains the simplest procedure, which
makes use of one of Perfect Writer's font-changing
commands.

A "font-changing command" is a command
designed to change your printer's text font or
type style for the designated text section.

Perfect Writer's ©Italics command is a

font-changer; so is the @Boldface command.
Whenever Perfect Printer encounters one of these

commands, it looks in its printer configuration

file PF.DAT for the associated

printer-control-character-string and transmits

that string to the printer. At the end of the

text to be printed in the alternate font, it again

looks into PF.DAT for a control string to switch

the printer back to its original font.

-n These font-change commands were included in

Perfect Writer to exploit special fonts available

on dot-matrix printers as well as bold-face

options on letter-quality printers. However, you
can specify ANY control string you want Perfect
Printer to send when it encounters a given

font-change command. Your command string does

not have to change fonts. ANYTHING goes. In

fact, a backspace (Control-H) is a legal

"font-change" string; so is a null string. Thus,

you can transform the command into an overstrike

command by specifying the "italics on" control

string to be a Control-H, and the "itaUcs off"

string to be nothing. To change the control

string in PF.DAT associated with a particular

font-changing command, you must run PFCONFIG,

the Perfect Formatter configuration program
(which you will find on the Perfect Writer
Installation disk)

.

To run PFCONFIG, put the disk containing the

PF.DAT file you want to change in drive A: and the

Perfect Writer Installation Disk in B:. Make sure

that you are on drive A:, then type BrPFCONFIG.
You must select the "Printer Configuration" and

"Update Existing Printer Definition" options to

get to the detailed printer definition menu.

[Warning: you must know the name of the printer

definition that you wish to change ! ]

The italics command specification will most
likely be numbers 23 and 24 (depending on the
version) on the menu. To enter a Control-H
"italics on" string, you have to type "Control-Q

Control-H" instead of just "Control-H". The
Control-Q causes PFCONFIG to "quote" the next

character, just as in the Perfect Writer editor.

You win actualy see only the Control-H echoed on
the screen. To leave a blank or null "italics off"

string, just type a return when so queried.

Once this is done, you can use the ^Italics

command for overstriking, as in Sen@I("')or,

nai@I(")vete@(^), etc. You will notice only two
shortcomings of this system: 1) you can't use your
©Italics command for italics text, and 2) your

right justification has been ruined.

You can use ©STYLE (justiELcation no) to turn

off the right justification altogether, or you can

experiment with an "italics off" string of two
spaces (to replace the backspace and the
overstrike character) . If you do the latter, you
must move the closing bracket of the italics

command to the end of the word containing the

overstrike, i.e. SenQK^or) or
nai@I["vete@I('')]. This doesn't solve all the

problems, unfortunately, since such a word on the

end of a line will still be unjustified. However,

,

this method is a quick (albeit somewhat dirty)

solution to a major problem.
There are methods for inserting overstrike

characters that have none of these shortcomings
(even preserving right justification) , but space

here is too limited to explain the rather involved

printer configuration required. Readers

interested in these more involved printer

configurations should consult Perfectly Serious :

An In-Depth Look at Perfect Writer+ by the
unde'riigned. [Ed. note: see review in this

issue.] This book also covers the use of foreign

alphabets and scientific symbols as well a?

document sectioning, special pagefooting,^

footnotes, and inserting figures. It is available

for $19.95 plus $2.00 shipping from Win-Com
Piablications, P.O. Box 106, Waynesville, Ohio

45068.

Perfectly Serious. . .An m-depth Look At

Perfect Writer
Kristin A. Farry
Can be ordered by mail from Box 106,

Waynesville, Ohio 45608 for $19.95 plus $2

postage; 192 pages; spiral-bound paperback.

A book review by Sarah Wemick and William
Lockeretz

Independently produced software manuals

usually try to be the kind of comprehensive guides

that the software manufacturer should have

written in the first place. Perfectly Serious

doesn't do that; instead, it looks into subtle

details of formatting and printing with Perfect

Writer, offering instructions for commands that

either are not fully documented or are

incorrectly documented in the official PW manual.

This book is not for the beginning user of

Perfect Writer, nor is it for every intermediate

or advanced user. But Perfectly Serious may be

just what you need if you're uai^ Perfect Writer

for multi-sectioned technical reports wit>'^>^

complicated pagination, have been gnashing you ^-

teeth over formatting, and need to print Greek

symbols from time to time •

(Continued on p. 14)
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^.FOOTLOOSE AND MENU-FREE WITH PERFECT WRITER
by Sarah Wernick

Like training wheels on a bike. Perfect

Writer's menu is a great help for a beginner. But

once you get past the learning stage, the aide

becomes an encumbrance. If you kick the menu

habit, you'll not only get an extra 21K on your

edit disk, you'll aLso be able to move more
quickly between editing, formatting and

printing. Instead of exiting to the menu — which

means waiting for MENU.COM to load — you'll get

a rapid A>. Since the screen doesn't clear when
you finish menu-free formatting, you'll actually

be able to read error messages, rather than

watching them fLy past. And just imagine the

pleasure of exiting to CP/M without having to

assure the machine that your request is sincere.

To avoid menu withdrawal symptoms, don't

erase the menu right away; instead, change its

name to "M.COM." It won't ^pear automatically

under this assumed name, but you will be able to

call it up if you need it by typing M and a

carriage return after the A>. As a footnote on
page 68 of the PW manual explains, you can enter

formatting and printing commands without the

menu by typing whatever appears on the "echo"

line when the command is entered from the menu.

Here, more specifLcalLy, is what to do.

To begin editing without the menu, simply type
^^ and a carriage return <CR> after the A>. If you
Mt to call up a file at the same time, make that

A> PW FILENAME.MSS <CR>.
(Note: though commands are capitalized here,

they can be entered in upper or lower case

letters. Remember that the file name includes

the drive, if the file isn't on the logged-in

drive. For instance, B:YOURFILE.MSS if the

logged-in drive is A and the file is on the B

drive.)
When you're ready to format, exit PW with

CONTROL-X CONTROL-C, and you'll get a quick A>.

If you don't want any special formatting options,

simply type PF FILENAME.MSS <CR> and the

formatting will begin. To get the options, you'll

have to type the necessary commands between PF
and FILENAME. MSS. For instance, to get a "quick

print" of a file, with Verbatim the top
environment and pausing to insert pages, type PP
-VERBATIM -P -PAUSE FILENAME. MSS <CR>. The
commands can be added in any order, so long as

they are between PF and the file name. Each
^

command must be preceded by a dash and followed

by a space, and you must use the correct
abbreviation. (See summary below.)

When the formatting is complete, you'll get an
A>. Enter Perfect Printer by typing PP FILENAME.
Similarly, options must be entered between PP and
FILENAME, each properly abbreviated, with a dash
before and a space after. Thus PP -PAGE 5 -20
-PAUSE FILENAME <CR> will produce twenty copies

of the file, starting at page 5 and pausing for
manxaal insertion of p^>er. (Remember that PP
works with FIN files, not MSS files, and it isn't
necessary to type FIN after the file name.)

I found it helpful to put these commands on a
file card for quick reference.

The main menu of Perfect Writer has three
other options that can be executed under CP/M
after you delete the menu. TO look at the
directory on the logged-in disk, type DIR after an
A>; to see the other disk's dixectory, type the
drive name and a colon after DIR (e.g. A>DIR B:).

To delete a file under CP/M, type ERA FILENAME;
to rename a file, type REN NEWNAME=OLDNAME. Or
use some of the extra space on your PW disk for
the DISK or SWEEP utility program, which will

perform these and other CP/M functions with a
keystroke.

Sarah Wernick is a freelance writer and editor

who lives in Brookline.

Summary of option commands for Perfect
Formatter:

PF -<option> -<option> FILENAME. MSS

Send output to console device: i

Format for a different device: i ^^.

Send output to printer: ' ""

Name the output file differently:
Make Verbatim top level environment:
Pause to insert each page manually:

-c "- '" " -"

-dev <name of device>
-P
-o <NEWNAME>
-verbatim
-pause

Summary of option commands for Perfect Printer:
PP -<option> -<option> FILENAME

r^ start printing at page other than 1:

Send to a different output port:
Pause to insert each page manually:
Print multiple copies of file:

-page <number of page>
-port <name of port>
-pause
-<number of copies>
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THREE c3BASE II Book Reviews

reviewed by Peter Bates

MASTERING dBASE II THE EASY WAY
Paul Heiser ^

Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632.

$14.95

dBASE H DSER'S GUIDE .

Adam Green ^ - s -
^

Software Banc 661 Massachusetts Avenue,

Arlington, MA.; $30

UNDERSTANDING dBASE n r^ ^
Alan Simpson
Sybex Publishing, 2344 Sixth Street, Berkeley,

CA.; $22.95

AH these books are good. But before you rush

off and shell out $60 for all three, let's look at

them separately.
Prentice-Hall has laid out Heiser 's book

attractively; they've also made sure the text is

easy to understand. This is important to new

owners of dBASE, because, let's face it, the

manual is user-hostile. With Heiser, we know we
are in good hands when he lists commands for those

who wish to place their data files in both the A
and B drives.

He leads us merrily along, acquainting us with

DISPLAY, LOCATE, CONTINUE, and other

commands. He tells us how to EDIT a file, and how

to send data to a printer. If ever a command is

complicated, he boxes a Uttle "CAUTION" in the

middle of the page. Owners of this book get a

competent tour through the basics of dBASE II.

However, Heiser falls short when he tries to

instruct us in the intricacies of dBASE
programming. His command files are just too

complicated, the explanations too compressed for

anyone setting up a fully-menued mailing list

program. (He also fails earlier in his section

called "Creating a file that is compatible with

other software . " This is important stuff, but he

glosses over it far too quickly.)

Adam Green's dBASE II USER'S GUIDE fares

better. When he teaches us programming, he takes

time to explain who should do it, and when. In

general, he explains before he gets you working on

an example. This is good style. But although he

gears his ^proach to both beginners and advanced

users, two ch^ters (34 pages) simply cannot

adequately present dBASE II fundamentals. Even

though Green wrote the book "to supplement the

manual, not replace it," he should still have

included a list of cursor and programming

commands.
Simpson's book, UNDERSTANDING dBASE II,

hand-holds you aH the way; he takes 100 pages tc

explain what Green compresses into 34. And.

whereas poor book design mars Green's competent

Peter Bates is a freelance writer.

^proach (too many words per typewritten page^^
Sybex has printed UNDERSTANDING dBASE II in tw

colors and given it striking headings.

Simpson also has a sense of humor, sadly

lacking in many how-to books. Humor can give the

reader a feeling of accomplishment and ease after

successfully following instructions ("How about

that!" Simpson quips after having given us the

embedded LOCATE command, "we found someone

living on a street called 'Lemon'!")

He even tackles programming effortlessly.

Before even mentioning "command files," he gives

the reader a ch^ter on memory variables that an

average high school student could understand.

It's strange, but all three books are weak in

the index. I'm not talking about dBASE's INDEX
command, but that hastily thrown-together set of

pages at the end of each book. Want to know how
to write a form letter in dBASE 11? Good luck ! In

Simpson's book, it's imbedded in Appendix A,

under "Interfacing with other software systems."

Green's book doesn't have it and Heiser's—well,

it's not clear WHERE it is.

No one of these books has "all you-need to know
about dBASE II." The program is too vast for one

m^. That's why I don't like to recommend that

you buy Simpson over Green, or Green over

Heiser. I had to consult all three to discover how
to (decrease) the size of a database. In all

three, the MODIFY STRUCTURE command mean:

"increase structure."
It may run you some bucks to own more than

one of these books about dBASE II, but there's

one consolation: it's che^)er than hiring a

consultant to teach it to you.

y'

dBASE II BY ENGLISH I _
Steven and Lariy Doroff

English I Computer Tutorials, Inc. 1617 North

Troy Street Chicago, IL 60647; 234 pages; ,

$29.95

A book review by Bette Feinstein

I have several books on dBase II. However, 1

am constantly turning to this book, which, for

me, a beginner at the computer, has always given

the most precise instructions in a language I can

understand.
The authors state at the outset that they hope

to "convert computerese into plain English and to

walk the reader step by step through a wonderful

path of data base programming." m my opinion,

they deliver.
The book begins with an outline stating what

each ch^ter will cover. Definitions are given for

each term that is to be used. Examples of correct

and incorrect versions are cited, as well as

examples for \isage. There are also summaries

provided at the end of each section for furth^
clarity.

Data base files are defined, along with records

and files. The control keys are diagrammed. The

authors tell how to form fields and filenames on

different drives. (Continued on p. 11)
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Once the terms are defined, the proper
lethods for beginning and ending dbase are shown
just as though the book were imitating your
computer. You are told exactly what to type,
what key to press, and what the computer will

show. The computer's words are shown in bold
print. Using a used car dealer's database for

purposes of illustration, pertinent files are
created, edited, upended, listed, inserted,

deleted, displayed, recalled, packed, etc,

with-easy-to- imderstand examples.
Many Kaypro owners have dbasell but are afraid

to try using it because it is so complicated. Now
you can feel free to tackle dBase programming with
this easy-to-read recipe cookbook to lead you
down the path.

Bette Feinstein writes and publishes books about
embroidery and teaches embroidery as well.

SUPERFILE
FYI
4615 Bee Caves Rd. , Austin, TX 78746;

$195; special discount to BOSKUG members: $75.

Reviewed by Peter Bates

If you store data in card files, notebooks,
even on disk, you know how overwhelming such

^-information can get. If you don't know its exact
ocation, you not only waste time looking for it,

you may never find it. -

Luckily, free-form indexing programs exist to
help you. SUPERFILE is one of them. Although
not as flexible as dBASE II, it is easier and
cheaper to use. Plus, if you just want to index
photographic negatives or letters, you don't need
all dBASE 's features.

You begin by amassing your data with a word
processor, tagging each entry with the
appropriate symbols. At the end of the entry,
you assign it key words—up to 250—that will help
you find the item. For example, I indexed a
volume of photographic negatives last week. I had
one photograph of an old man wearing a hat in

Lynn, Ma. Central Square. At the end of the entry
describing the volume and page number of the
negative , I typed in the key words "LYNN / OLD
MEN / CENTRAL SQUARE / HATS." Other entries
also had OLD MEN in them, but some were in

BOSTON & CLEVELAND, and others didn't have
HATS.

With SUPERFILE, I could accessed this picture
instantly. But that's not all. Since the program
uses a Boolean search method, I could specify OLD
MEN and CLEVELAND but not HATS. This would both
broaden and limit my search. Whirling at 100
entries/second, the program told me my
negatives' s locations faster than my tired memory

^-^ver could.
How does this differ from a word processing

search algorithm, or a utility program like

"FIND"? First, it's faster. It not only produces
according to specification, it continues to scroll

the screen while it reveals each entry, not
stopping with the key word's first occurrence.

Second, you may forget the tag name you
assigned the item. If you have some idea, like the
first three letters, type them. The program
flashes a list with the comforting message "Not
'recognized, but these are close." You can then
pick the precise tag out of the bunch and try
again.

Another feature: after you've entered data,

,the program creates an index file with the tag
. names that it accesses. If you wish to add to the
file, you can re-index and SUPERFILE will create a
new list.

I've noticed that software programs have their
own sounds, but the clickity-click that emits
during re-indexing is positively terriJfying. It

sounds as though the computer is stuck in an
endless loop. The people at FYI understand this

fear. The manual politely informs us that these
soimds are normal and will not go on forever.

Speaking of the manual, it is good, very good.

It starts with the assumption that the user knows
NOTHING about computer software. "Learn

SUPERFILE," the beginning tutorial, is an

exercise in hand-holding documentation. The left

side the page spread prints the computer commands
under the heading "COMPUTER SAYS," the right

side is split between "YOU ENTER" and
"COMMENTS," which explain what's h^pening.
They tell how to display the sample dictionary of

key phrases, how to use these phrases to search a
database, then and only then, how to create your
own database. "Don't worry," it tells us

reassuringly. "Feel free to experiment. You
won't break or ruin anything." A curious 12-year
old could follow these instructions. They are

nearly idiot-proof. The writers know most users
have already hsd terrible experiences with the
poor documentation harried programmers write
three days before the print deadlines.

Other points: you can stop the output's scroll

with a quick touch of the space bar; you can vary

its speed from 1 to 9; you can enter a search

string on disk for quicker access the next time.

You can even index up to ten different files on a
disk that the program will rummage through, if

you specii^ an ambiguous file name at the
beginning of the search (like *.txt).

FYI suggests applying SUPERFILE to Perfect
Calc. I've always disliked this spreadsheet's lack

of a good search algorithm, so I joined all my
invoices into one file, separating them with
SUPERFILE commands. Now if I forget how many
times I billed Henry the Hatter for catalogue

copywriting, I can just type in the key commands
HATTER AND/ CATALOGUE.

Ironically SUPERFILE 's one annoyance is its

strongest selling point: its menu. Menus are like

bicycle training wheels: once you've learned to
use them, you don't need them any longer. I'd

like to discard this menu, helpful as it is, and
enter the search string at the command level.

Alas, only in dreams.
(Continued* on p . 16

)
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by Charlie Bowen

Librarian V *''
"

Since the last issue, we've added the
following:

BOSKUG.105: An assortment of general
utilities. It contains a newer version of
"NEWSWEEP" — NSWP.COM 2.04. This has the same
menu as 1.99, the previous version, but unlike
1.99 will let you do everything on it: squeeze or
unsqueeze files, change them to "read-only" and
back, etc. etc. (Speaking of the menu, it no
longer displays itself whenever you sign on or
change disks: you have to type "?" to get it.)

The disk also has version 7.8 of SD, the Super
Directory program; QWIKKEY, a public-domain
keyboard redefinition program (a sort of
poor-man's SmartKey); SYNONYM, a program that
lets you substitute a short and convenient name
for any complicated but oft-needed CP/M command
line; FMAP, which will tell you not only which
files are on your disks, but exactly which parts of
the disks they're on; and several other programs.
Some of them have been on Disk "U" (our 'recently
received and so far UnclassiEied') disk in recent
weeks, but new docs have now been written for a
few of these. Finally, just for fun, there's BUGS— a program that will put creepy crawly things
all over your screen.

BOSKUG.165: MODEM 730, the most elaborate
and convenient of pi±>lic-domain commimications
programs, brought up to date with full
documentation and three already-configured
versions: (a.) H^es 1200-baud, (b.) Hayes
300-baud, and (c.) non-Hayes 300-baud. If none of
these fits perfectly , everything you need to
tailor your own version is also on the disk, plus
programs that will allow you to store your own
set of numbers for automatic dialing. (Be warned,
however: MODEM 740 has just arrived and is being
evaluated.

)

BOSKUG.166: KERMIT, the file-transfer
program that allows micros and mainframes to
communicate. In order for it to work, both
computers have to be running Kermit. This version
will work on your Kaypro (not above 2400 baud,
though); a version for the mainframe in your life

already exists or will soon. The disk docs include
information on getting these.

We also have a couple of new games, both
contributed by Michael Bate. MISSILE is an action
game, one of those where you move crosshairs
around the screen and try to intercept the
attacking missiles before they hit your cities. It
was originally written for Atari, and that there
is a Kaypro version is entirely thanks to Mike,
who made the 'translation.' It has been added to
BOSKUG.306, a game disk we've had around for a
while. The other game Mike has brought us is a
good version of HANGMAN. Again, he made the

Kaypro version himself. There is a 15,000-word
public-domain dictionary attached, from which the
game chooses words to challenge the player. (It's

no pushover, either. Recently it has offered me
such triQes as implementor, unary, and

autocol 1 i mator . ) This game has been put on the
new game disk BOSKUG.307, which I hope w:

~^

continue to grow.
That's about it since the last time; more on

the way.
A few times now, no more than three or four,

I've received requests for library disks from
people who coiiLdn't come to a meeting and wanted
to have them mailed. I haven't minded doing this,
since the circumstances were exceptional, but of
course this isn't our library's normal mode of
operation as it is in some of the other groups
(whose members don't own portable computers)

.

There might be more people out there whose
circumstances don't allow them to come to our
meetings and who would like to get library disks
this way. I'm uncertain what the extent of such a
demand might be, and that's one thing I'd like to
hear from you about.

The other thing I'd like to hear about is who'd
be willing to do the job, since I have my hands
pretty much full with the library in its present
state. It would be easy enough for me to make
another set of disks, and to hand over up-to-date
copies of new disks as they're added, so that the
job of a Mail-order Librarian need consist of
nothing but filling orders. I suppose ideally it
calls for somebody who (a.) likes to get mail, (b.)

doesn't mind simple, repetitive tasks, and (c.)

lives next door to a post office. Seriously,
though, any willing hands wHl do.

Bear in mind that, until I hear so
expressions of interest, I don't know whether we
even need such a person. Three requests isn't
exactly a mandate. If you would like the library
to offer such a service, but have no interest in
performing it yourself, don't be shy about telling
me that. We need to know how much demand there
is before we appoint somebody who'll just be
sitting around like that poor Maytag repairman
with nothing to do.

^

1 CLASSIFIED ADS

SIWSIW, IN C .

is expanding, and requires:

sales/technical support personnel for the

Kaypro Computer

Good working knowledge of Kaypro machines and a

pleasant personality are essential.

Flexible hours and opportunity for promotion.

Reply with resume to:

Simsim, Inc., 214 N. Main St., Natick 01760 ^
(617) 655-6415
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DIRECTOR'S NOTES (Continued from p. 1)

means $2400 in new income. Our expenses
(exclusive of room rental and newsletter) of $250
represent about 10 per cent of that amount.

f^^ 3) The itemized expenses for which we were
.eimbursed centered on three categories: postage;
long distance phone; and photo-copying. In

addition, there were a few one-time purchases of

small stationery items. Certainly, these seem
appropriate expenditures for a group such as

ours. The alternative woiiLd be either to do
without these items or else for individuals to pay
for them out of their own pockets. A third
approach, I suppose, would be for BOSKUG to raise

its own expense revenues.
^ 4) It is astonishing to us that other user
groups spend so little, but it is useless for us to
speciiLate why.

5) There are, in fact, virtually NO published
guidelines about what kinds and amounts of
expenses are ^propriate. On the other hand,

BOSKUG does not go out of its way to generate
unnecessary expenses. We believe that everything
we have billed ECS for is appropriate. In fact, as

our activities within the user group increase in

scope and complexity, we expect to be invoicing
the ECS for reimbursement of substantially higher
amounts.

These are some preliminary responses to your
letter, as you requested. I hope personally that
the question of user group budgets, one of the
thorniest subjects, will eventually be resolved by
the formation of the planned User Group Council.

^^,-In the meantime, we plan to go on doing as we
ive in the past. If the ECS has any specific

objections to this, please so state.

Sincerely,
Lee Lockwood
Co-Director
P.S. You may be interested in knowing that your
letter was read aloud (without introduction or
comment) , to the BOSKUG meeting last night
(attendance about 100+) . The sentence,
"Ultimately, the Kaypro user group spent more
money in the same amount of time than all other
user groups within the BCS combined," was greeted
by prolonged applause. A rather spirited

discussion ensued, focused mainly on the question
of why the other groups are spending so little for

their members — if that is indeed the case.

We would appreciate hearing comments from
members about this subject. The BCS, in addition

to the expenses cited above, pays for our room
rental ($550 per year) and for mailing and
production costs of the KUGEL. (Production costs

are partially offset by advertising revenue, and
mailing at non-profit rates is a few cents a
copy.) BOSKUG members are also encouraged to
write their comments about the BCS in general,

the services it provides, and how they might be
improved.

Members have been asking whether there is any

upgrade policy for "older" Kaypro owners who

would Kke to own the new MicroPro software

package or dBASE II. We have finally eked the
following info out of Kaypro:

"

==> As a "special deal, " you can order dBASE li

for $450.00. (You can also buy it for much less

than that, a Kaypro spokesman volunteered, by
mail order from a slew of dealers.)

=> Because MicroPro made Kaypro "such a good
deal" on its software bundle, Kaypro must abide by
their restrictions and is unable to offer upgrades
to owners of older machines.

=> However, Kaypro IS offering its DEALERS,
for a limited time: 1) the entire MicroPro package
for $50; 2) dBASE II for $25. (!!)

=> Dealers are on their own as to how they
pass on the cost of these packages to end-users
(jargon for computer owners) . One large dealer I

know of (but ain't willing to mention in print) is

willing to sell them at cost to current Kaypro
owners. If you're interested, call your dealer or
others.
=> BE WARNED, HOWEVER: All these programs

are said to be installed only for "new" Kaypros
with the so-called "universal" board. My buddy at

Kaypro says they absolutely won't run on machines
made with the earlier design. How do you tell

which you have? If you have half-height drives

and the new screen and monitor, it's "new."
=> Along with the new software package comes

yet another new version of CP/M 2.2 — called

"CP/M 2.2G." You must get this also if you want to
run any of the above mentioned software. (We'll

have this in BOSKUG's library before very long.)

Whether the new software versions might
reinstallable on older Kaypros is not clear.

=> As for new Kaypro buyers who want Perfect

Writer, the word is that it will be possible to
get it, through your dealer, for a limited time.

After that — WordStar only.

RANDOM NOTES

Steve Carr at DRA in Framingham (620-1502) has

some surplus software for sale: the older version

of Uniform for Kaypro II for $25 (you can probably

get it and upgrade for nothing); JRT Pascal 3.0

for $15 (the docximentation is worth that alone);

Versa Inventory at $25.

Two n'ew Kaypro dealers in the area: Total

Access Computers in Wellesley Hills (see their ad

in this issue) and Omnitek in Tewksbury.

MODEMS AT MEETINGS: We now have a phone line

activated in our meeting room, which the Modem
SIG will be using on a regular basis for on-line

connection with bulletin boards and database

services. We would like to find a large monitor

(23 inches) for this. Does anybody know of one we
can use?

BCN UPDATE: The folks in Wyoming are still alive

and have fixed their software. Currently disks

are available for Hayes and Anchor modems, with

US Robotics and others to follow soon. There is

also a disk for the Kaypro 4E's internal modem
which works fine on mine. All 3 disks are in the

(Continued on p. 15)
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(Continued from p. 8)

Kristin Farry suggests that Perfect Writer be

thought of as a programming language. That's a

good point, but only in the very limited sense

that a few commands and parameters can be

manipulated with more freedom than one might have

realized. The first two sections of her book

delve into the "grammar" of PW's counters,

showing ingenious ways to work with the @SET,

@VALUE, @REF and ©STRING commands. For

instance, she explains how you can use these

commands to number figures consecutively within

ch^ters; to designate c^pendices by letter rather

than number; to print a title page or preface for

a manuscript without throwing subsequent page

numbers off; and even to generate a list of figures

and their page numbers.
The third section of Perfectly Serious is

devoted to printing alternate alphabets on certain

printers Most of this information is aimed at

technical writers and linguists who may need to

use special symbols or foreign alphabets.

Considering the complexity of the material

being covered, Farry writes very well. She gives

many clear examples that show exactly what a

given set of commands will produce on a printed

page. The book is a better text than reference

manual, however. For starters, it lacks an index,

• thou^ it does have an excellent Table of Contents

and a useful List of Examples.

An even more important limitation is the

book's narrow focus. Editing is not covered at

all; nor is there a comprehensive look at

formatting. For instance, Farry does not discuss

the @STYLE commands; nor does she deal with the

generation of form letters, as promised on the

back cover of the book. Similarly, her section on

printing doesn't attempt to cover all bases. Not

every PW user needs this book. But those who do

the kind of technical writing that Farry does will

be grateful that she has taken the time to chart

her explorations of Perfect Writer.

To get a quick, APPROXIMATE word count when

using Perfect Writer, without having to exit the

program, use the Universal Repeat Command
(ESCAPE N, where N is the number of times the

command is to be repeated) with ESCAPE F

(forward one word) to jump through the text in

units of 10 to 500 words. Here's how: Go to the

beginning of the file. The command ESCAPE N

ESCAPE F will move the cursor N words into the

file. Repeat until the end of the file is too close

for another repetition, then switch to manual

counting or a smaller N. Though the PW manual

suggests that the Universal Repeat Command has an

upper limit of 99, I have found that this system

works well for Ns up to 500. Past that it

sometimes (but not always) gets hung up, freezing

the screen. Again, this provides a mere
^proximation of the number of words in your

text; . contractions will count do\±>le, formatting

commands will be included, and there are other

possible sources of error. For a more precise

word count, use the WC program that comes with

The Word Plus. But you'll have to leave Perfect

Writer to do so.
—Sarah Wernick

KAYPRO
PEOPLE!!

Total Access
has special bargains

just for you.

MENTION THIS AD when you come to

Total Access and get 10% off on all hard-

ware, software and peripherals by Kaypro

or for use with your Kaypro computer.

INSTANT CREDIT! Thinking about getting

another Kaypro computer? You can obtain

credit approval within one hour on all

Kaypro systems.

EDUCATIONAL AND CORPORATE DIS-

COUNTS are available when you buy a

Kaypro computer from Total Access.

Other Specials

From Total Access

MAXELL DISKS: MD-

1

MD-2
OKIDATA 82 PRINTERS

OKIDATA 92 PRINTERS

reg. $ 39.95

reg. $ 49.95

reg. $349

reg. $699

SALE$ 24.95

SALE$ 34.95

SALE $299 .

SALE $444

NEW!! Come see the amazing
Primage daisy wheel printer: 45 cps,

built-in sheet feeder, easy interface,

wide seleaion of fonts — more!

Must be seen to be believed.

STORE HOURS: 9:30 - 5:30 Monday through Saturday

Evenings by appointment

INC.

COMPUTER CENTER
396 Washington Street • Wellesley, MA 0218^

PHONE # (617) 237-9595
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BOSKUG MEETING SCHEDULE

BOSKUG meets at the Minuteman Regional

/^~^7ocational Technical School, Rte. 2A,

^ exington, just west of Rte. 128. Follow signs

to I.R.C.
LIBRARY opens at 6:30 p.m. MEETINGS begin

7:15. PROGRAMS start at 8:00 sharp.

JUNE 12

JUNE 26

JULY 24

AUG. 28

SEPT. 11

: SIGS

: "THE CARE St FEEDING OF YOUR KAYPRO"

Mike Weiss tells all.

[Note: The Harc3ware Expo previously
scheduled for this date has been
postponed.] ^:^

: (SUMMER SCHEDULE) SIGS ONLY.

: (SUMMER SCHEDULE) SIGS ONLY.

: program to be announced
Beainner's Tutorial at 6:30

SEPT. 25 : SIGS

OCT. 9 : program to be announced
Beginner's Tutorial at 6:30

OCT. 23 : SIGS

(Regular program meetings will resume in

September.)
Got an idea for a program? Interested in

running one? Contact Suresh Shenoy, 655-6402

iays, 862-5173 eves.

*Vr

BOSKUG PHONE BOOK

DIRECTORS: Lee Lockwood 965-6343

Bob Waters 894-5334

SECRETARY: Diane Bushee 787-1824

LIBRARY

:

(Software) Charlie Bowen 332-2931

(Paper) George Fischer 774-4307

PROGRAMS: Suresh Shenoy 862-5173

S.I^G.S: John Callahan 653-9329

SOFTWARE
EVALUATION: Bob Harlow 776-9447

KAYPRO TECH SUPPORT:
Software (619) 481-3920

Hardware (619) 481-3424

PERFECT SOFTWARE: (800) 222-4222

Technical Support (415) 524-1296

B.C.S. INFO LINE: 227-0170

THE BOSTON KUGEL
is published bimonthly by

The Boston Kaypro Users' Group
(BOSKUG)

of the Boston Ccxttputer Society

[c] Copyright 1984, BOSKUG

All rights reserved. ^

EDITORS: Lee Lockwood & Kar^n Rockow

DESIGN : Jodi Colella ^
ADVERTISING: Dave Hoag
BOOKS: Peter Bates *

CIRCULATION: Diane Bushee

CONTRIBUTORS: (Cast of thousands)

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

BOSKUG is the official Kaypro Users Group of

the Boston Computer Society.
BOSKUG is dedicated to the exchange of

information and to helping Kaypro owners solve

problems they may have with their machines, its

software, or peripherals. BOSKUG meets
semi-monthly on the 2nd and 4th Tuesdays.

. Programs include lectures, panels, and hands-on
workshops on CP/M, Perfect Software, applications

and other programs available for the Kaypro.

Meeting notices are carried in the BCS monthly
CALENDAR and in its bimonthly magazine, UPDATE.

To join BOSKUG, write the Boston Computer
Society at 1 Center Plaza, Boston, MA 02108, or
call (617) 367-8080. If you live more than 75

f dies away and wish- merely to subscribe to the

KUGEL, send $10 for a year's subscription to
BOSKUG, 27 Howland Rd., W. Newton, MA 02165.

BOSKUG - The Boston Kaypro Users' Group
The Boston Computer Society
3 Center Plaza
Boston, MA 02108 ,.._.-

Please complete and return this form to obtain more
information about BOSKUG or to update your mailing
address.

NAME

STREET

CITY

TELEPHONE

Check one:

STATE ZIP

[ ] I am interested in joining B0SKU9|.

send me membership information.

[ ] Change my address.
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DIRECTOR'S NOTES (Continued from p. 13)

BOSKUG Library for copying. (If you have friends

with IBM PCs, they are also able to use BCN,)

KUG ON COMPUSERVE: The KUG Bulletin Board
(located in Chicago) is also now accessible on the
CompuServe user group menu. Type GO PCS 25 to
log on. If you do it at night, it's quite a bit
che^)er than calling Chicago — even with the
per-minute charges.

(Continued from p. 11)

SUPERFILE is a competent, friendly file

retrieval program. Feel free to borrow my demo
disk. FYI is offering the program at a special

discount if more than ten people sign up, which,

considering the floundering aroiind it may save

you, is a decent bargain.

"*«w-,ar^-

Find your Edit or CP/M disk in a flash by
color-coding your disks with peel-and-stick dots,
sold in many colors at stationery stores. Center
the dot opposite the edge of the disk that you
insert, and get into the habit of holding your
thumb over it when you put the disk into the
drive. I don't color-code backups, however: this
means that the niaster disk is always the one with
the dot.

—Sarah Wernick

Simsim, Inc.

KfB/PRO
Aulhoriicd Onlcr

£QfiLZQDSLUJZBDj .,.-

Dynax DX-15 Letter Quality Printer [13 CPS] $

Brother HR-35 Letter Quality Printer [36 CPS]
Panasonic 1091 Dot Matrix Printer
LifeLine 10 feet Printer Cable
5 feet Serial Cable
Data Defender [50-5 1/4" Disks] File
Volksmodem, 300 baud
3 Boxes Control Data 5 1/4" SS/DD [30 Disks]
Daysan 5 1/4" DS/DD Disks [10 Disks]
The Perfect Manual
WordStar & Friends Manual
Dust Cover
Templates (Various)
Kaypro Education Programs, ea
DMS III
VersaLedger
Versalnventory
MutltiPlan
The Accountin Partner [GL, Payable, Receivable,

Payroll]

495.00
1,045.00

395.00
49.00
29.00
24.50
69.50
69.50
49.00
19.50
19.50
12.50
19.00
24.50

245.00
135.00
89.00
195.00

345.00

Above list is only a saunple. Please call for other items.

Call Collect: (61 7) 655-641

5

All prices are subject to change without notice.

OPEN 9:30-7:00 Weekdays
9:30-3:00 Saturday

214 NORTH MAIN STRBBT. NATICK, MA 01700
(Ukiwcod Office Pwk, junction Ru. 9 6 271

Td: (6171 655-6415 Tdn: 4699S2

corona sec Dynax EPSON .%Wm?^

OOThe
OCSConputer Soaety
Three Center Plaza
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